BOISE PARKS & RECREATION
2021 Silver Coed EOS Tournament
5 Team Double Elimination

Teams
- Hit and Run (9-1)
- All About Fun (6-4)
- Play it again Sports (6-4)
- No Base Like Home (5-5)
- RME Ballers (0-10)

Winner’s Bracket

1. No Base Like Home
  周二 6/29 6:30PM FB1
   vs.
   8. Hit and Run
      周四 7/8 6:30PM FB1

2. Play it Again Sports
   周二 6/29 7:45 FB1
   vs.
   5. Hit and Run
      周五 7/6 6:30PM FB1

3. Hit and Run
   周四 7/1 7:45PM FB1
   vs.
   6. No Base Like Home
      周二 7/6 6:30PM FB2

4. All About Fun
   周四 7/1 6:30PM FB1
   vs.
   7. Play it Again Sports
      周五 7/6 7:45PM FB2

Loser’s Bracket

1. No Base Like Home
   周二 6/29 6:30PM FB1
   vs.
   8. Hit and Run
      周四 7/8 6:30PM FB1

2. Play it Again Sports
   周二 6/29 7:45 FB1
   vs.
   5. Hit and Run
      周五 7/6 6:30PM FB1

3. Hit and Run
   周四 7/1 7:45PM FB1
   vs.
   6. No Base Like Home
      周二 7/6 6:30PM FB2

4. All About Fun
   周四 7/1 6:30PM FB1
   vs.
   7. Play it Again Sports
      周五 7/6 7:45PM FB2

L8 If First Loss